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Ten years of 
GESTALT FOUNDATION

estalt Foundation has 

reached already ten 

years of existence in G
education and psychotherapy at 

the area of Gestalt Therapy in 

Greece, and more specific, in 

Athens and Thessaloniki. 
thTwo meetings for the 10  year 

anniversary of Gestalt Founda-

tion took place. The first one was 

entitled «Psychotherapy and So-

ciety» and took place in Thes-

saloniki at 7th of November 2008, at the «Pavlos Zannas» 

hall of «Olimpion» theatre. 
The second one, entitled «Education and Psychotherapy», 

took place at 23rd of November  at the «University of 

Indianapolis» in Athens.      
There was a huge participation in both meetings by 

members of the «Gestalt Family» from Greece and abroad, 

friends and collaborators. They all have a common target, 

the care of one people to another and the love for what they 

are doing.
This issue is all about those meetings, as well as the 

next one, in an effort to give you a taste from all the things 

that happened there and then through the eyes and the 

heart of those who were present.
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cons that light our hearts. ther: we caused a storm, a te-

Each one of us became a mpest that deeply shook our 

sailor, a boatswain, a stoker, a deepest founda-tions. 

was asked to write some- scout, an observer and a ca- Upon ending our jour-Éthing about the experiential ptain on a unique and, at the ney, everyone had already gi-

workshop on Cythera - only I same time, long journey to ven others a tiny green leaf, to 

just don't really know what to places that do not exist on any decorate their souls with. 

include and what to leave out. map; it was a journey within May you all be well, healthy 

It is difficult for someone to my co-travellers, in a period and strong, my unique well-

describe the range of emo-

tions, the shared way of 

thinking and deep under-

standing, the unfolding 

microcosm everyone expe-

rienced, the indelibly magi-

cal ability of the island to 

stimulate all senses to their 

most sensitive level. 

There is just one thing 

en-graved in my soul; the 

sense of the sublime I felt. of a few hours that felt like loved friends, so we may all 
As exag-gerated as this might days, or maybe even years. give each and every one of us 
sound, there is no other con- Letting go of any anchor that small and humble moments 
cept so close to what we have held us strongly fixed to the of happiness on a shore of 
experienced. ground, our souls flew over dreams. 
On Cythera, there-fore, I lear- Cythera, into a deep blue sky, 
ned the power that weakness along with some clouds to Katia and Mary,
generously offers, the feeling rest on, while the sun stro- Thank you,
one has when emotions skil- ked, almost lovingly, our fa- Antonis
lfully touch hidden chords ces. The tears that had fallen  
and produce a crystal-clear soaked the ground, filling it 
sound, the softening of the with breathing whispers…
pain that wells from deeply We all emerged both together 
rooted violence, the silence and each one sepa-rately at 
and the silent cry that brings the same time, from the sea 
relief and, of course, the waters, like lonely waves who 
priceless value of those bea- found themselves all toge-

December
2008

i n t e r  h a s  Warrived for 
good and 2008 
“exi ts” leaving 
room for the New 
Year to arrive. We 
were late in pu-

blishing this issue, 
but it was for a “good” reason!

e wanted to conclude the two 
thWconferences celebrating our 10  

anniversary. Parts of the presentations 
from these two big events form the main 
body of this and the next issue.

hen we decided on our main Wthemes (“Psychotherapy & Soci-
ety” in Thessaloniki and “Training in 
Psychotherapy” in Athens), we did not 
know how important these issues would 
become for Greek society. They are 
certainly current issues that have troubled 
us quite a few times through the last 
years.

 am especially glad for your response Iand your participation that become all 
the more active. Trainees, trainers, and 
participants from experiential workshops 
share their experiences, messages, and 
dilemmas.

his “reporting tradition” has grown to Tsuch an extent that it is becoming a 
respectful part of our Newsletter.

 wish that all of you will continue to Irespond to our invitation and “GFNews” 
will remain a sharing, informative and 
communicative forum.

his is another way through which we T“create” our “vision” and keep 
“developing” all together!

Enjoy your reading; have a nice winter 
and a Happy New Year!

Antonia Konstantinidou

P.S. I would like to thank Elena Antoniou for my 
photo “renewal”, which was taken in the beautiful 
terrace of Culture Center of “University of 
Indianapolis” in Athens, at 23/11/08.
........................................................................

  

Voyage to Cythera...
Life journeys of each and every one of us
“Life journeys of each and every one of us” was a workshop on the occasion of a “Voyage 
to Cythera”; a trip through time and place, a process of quest… with images and instants 
that each one of us encountered, experienced and made sense of separately, in a truly 
inspiring setting  that helped us make contact and change. These are the moments “we 
are sharing” today with you.

                                        Katia Hatzilakou  Maria Farmaki  Workshop Coordinators 

CYTHERA
SUMMER 2008

Voyage to Cythera
 is continued in page 10 
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One of the distinguishing features of thier and more productive manner, given 
the Gestalt approach is its unique the opportunity. Furthermore, all 
method of handling resistance within an members of the organization are 
organizational framework. collectively responsible for the quality of 

Phenomena such as refusing to their experience.
complete a task, lack of interest, Based on these premises, a Gestalt 
boredom, procrastination, low pro- consultant enlightens the organization 
ductivity or even verbal attacks, ab- about the ways in which it experiences 
senteeism, etc, (all expressions of itself. The consultant offers managers 
varying degrees of creativity or toxicity), and employees ways to understand how 
are regarded as normal reactions which they sustain dysfunction and possibly 
contain valuable information for the deny themselves more effective ways of 
manager who is trying to implement cooperating. For example, a team of 
changes at the workplace. employees which is exhibiting high 

The Gestalt consultant views absenteeism due to illness, low pro-
resistance as a healthy process and ductivity and a general atmosphere of 
instead of trying to quash it, s/he mistrust, realizes that despite everyone's 
accepts it and uses it as a tool to achieve good intentions nothing changes. 
change. Employees are usually obliged to 

The theoretical framework that communicate mainly via email, which 
allows and often encourages resistance offers fertile ground for misunder-
as an inexorable and necessary part of standings and conflicts and every team 
the organizational process is provided member expresses his or her fear of 
by field theory.  loneliness in their own way. One gets 

According to field theory, we cannot sick, another becomes aggressive, 
separate the individual from her/his another one becomes excessively 
system, in this case the organization in compliant, and so on. 
which thye belongs. People's per- The Gestalt consultant's inter-
sonalities and their behaviour are the vention in this given field functions 
result of multiple dynamics that occur at supportively. The consultant who is field-
any time both in the organization and in aware does not offer solutions, does not 
their lives outside it. This holistic ap- act as a saviour or an expert, but is fully 
proach absolves non-cooperative aware of his/her own contribution to and 
persons, i.e. 'bad employees or mana- responsibility for the organization and 
gers', who are possibly demonized as maintenance of this given field. 
the ones responsible for failure, as is Therefore, s/he responds accordingly. 
usually the case. We are all aware of In our example, the consultant does not 
many examples of companies which, in call for individual interviews, which 
blind panic and despair, fire their CEOs, would intensify the current status quo, 

but calls the whole team for a group hoping that the next, highly salaried 
meeting instead.  She mentions all their boss will bring the much desired 
observations and facilitates the team's reversal of its fortune only to see the new 
perceptual acuity.  The team realizes hero quit or get fired within a year. And 
what conditions prevent it from fun-so the desperate search for change 

ad infinitum ctioning more powerfully and decides to continues .  
In other cases we fire a “bad” em- act collectively. Solutions begin to e-

ployee but to our great disappointment merge because the field is now beginning 
another baddie mushrooms somewhere to tap into its creative potential. The team 
else. The current economic crisis is full realizes that the most serious reason why 
of examples of this mentality in various the group is exhibiting such symptoms is 
fields whether financial, political or the architectural layout of their offices 
professional. We falsely believe that if which does not allow for immediate face 
we get rid of the culprit, we will have to face contact. Architectural inter-
gotten rid of the crime as well. ventions include the tearing down of 

The Gestalt view is that there are no walls, the creation of a wide, open plan 
scapegoats and no heroes. There are work space and the establishment of 
functional or non-functional dynamics, regular group meetings. The phenomena 
under the influence of which, a person of resistance disappear.
may at any time express toxicity or In conclusion, the Gestalt consultant 
ability, often acting on behalf of the functions as a catalyst, an illuminator and 
entire group. a calm regulator of the dynamics of any 

Each field is different and it is organization so that solutions which have 
subject to its own particular circum- been lying dormant, beyond awareness, 
stances and forces. Each field has its are allowed to come to the surface by the 
own way of self-organizing and po- organization itself. 
tentially contains all phenomena, both 
visible and invisible. Sources

An extension of this belief is that a  Karp, H. B. (1996). The Change Leader: 
dysfunctional organization exhibits such Using a Gestalt Approach with Work 
behaviour because for x reasons it is Groups, US: Jossey-Bass, Inc.
organized in a specific manner at this  Parlett, M. (1997). The Unified Field In 
point in time. This does not preclude that Practice. Gestalt Review, 1(1):16-33.  
the organization does not have the  Polster, E.& Polster, M. (1973). Gestalt 
potential of being organized in a heal- Therapy Integrated. US: Brunner/Mazel.
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Meeting of Athens

About Dramatherapy
and reality is an absolutely not developed its own form ledge which will enable them 
necessary precondition and of theatrical expression. to handle cultural diversity 
great emphasis is placed on To Moreno, drama was fluently and consistently.  
the physical and emotional the catalyst which enabled The dramatherapist, like an 
safety of all participants. people to discover their lost ancient master of ceremonies 

rama has always been a As a form of therapy, spontaneity and begin to live or shaman, functions as a 
social policy tool, pro-D dramatherapy has its roots in again with inspiration and benevolent theatre director 

viding a secure vessel whe- two different worlds. On the creativity. Since the begin- in every client's psycholo-
threin each society placed its one hand, we have the world gical drama.  He or she offers ning of the 20  century, dra-

perceptions, problems and of theatre and drama and, on clients the possibility to be matherapy has been inspired 
expectations. Dramatic Art, the other, the world of psy- both protagonists and audi-by developments in theatre in 
as served by Euripides and chology and psychotherapy. ence of their lives so that they education, pedagogy, anthro-
Aristophanes, is the fertile Recent developments in the may discern, appreciate and pology and ritual, as well as 
ground where social dialogue fields of experimental theatre decide on their future course. by contributions from socio-
in the polis grows, and space and psychology, most nota- The sense of social respon-logy and dramaturgy and be-
is given to the voices of the bly through the contributions sibility is high, since the came an established agent of 
strong and the weak alike, the of Winnicott, Freud, Klein, dramatherapist constantly change in people's lives.  
misbegotten and the sick, the Jung and Rogers from the reflects on his/her role on the What makes drama-
imprisoned and the dejected. field of psychology and those 'razor edge' between being a therapy more accessible to a 

Dramatherapy is a parti- of Brecht, Brook, Stanislavski non-directive fellow traveler wider range of social groups 
cular form of psychotherapy and Grotowski from the field to their clients and a keeper than other, more conven-
because most of us have of drama, have rendered of safe boundaries and struc-tional forms of psycho-
already experienced it while dramatherapy a powerful a- tures of the session. She esta-therapy is that it does not rely 
playing as children. Wearing gent of change at a psycho- blishes a frame but does not exclusively on speech. 
our parents' clothes, talking logical, political and spi-ritual interpret nor predetermines. Indeed, dramatherapy often 
to the mirror or assuming level. If they did that, it would be li-bypasses it in favour of sym-
different roles when playing Dramatherapy's social ke attending a theatre perfo-bolic expression. Clients may 
with our friends, we learned dimension is inherent in its rmance having received in-express their anger through 
the difference between 'me' provenance and constitution. structions as to how we're making monsters out of clay, 

thand 'not me', we were soci- supposed while watching it, During the 20  century, des- dancing like fire, painting the 
alized through learning the before we enter the audito-pite the widespread use of Witch in Snow White or 
subtle dynamics of empathy rium. drama in European psychi- howling like the big bad wolf 
and we developed our ability My own perception of atry since the age of the in Little Red Riding Hood. 
to relate to others. my work is that, even though Enlightenment, we saw a Therefore, like music therapy 

Dramatherapy uses dra- I do not declare my manifesto great and unexpected rise of or art therapy, dramatherapy 
ma systematically and em- or publish in the press, I dramatic activity in clinical can be applied in special 
ploys its therapeutic and psy- effectively perform a political settings. Three men in par- conditions, as with people 
chosocially supportive and act each day in my small ticular, Iljine and Evreinov in who are not able to use 
educational properties in a studio, trying to assist each Revolutionary Russia in the speech, or cannot speak the 
way which promotes thera- client to gain deeper and years between 1905-1917 language of the country in 
peutic change. It is a unique more responsible awareness and Moreno, a contemporary which they reside as is the 
form of therapy which uses of his/her contribution to the of Freud and the father of case with many asylum 
mainly theatrical practice in social fabric, the roles in psychodrama, established seekers. The latter client 
pursuit of therapeutic goals which he/she is trapped and drama as a bona fide form of group is especially sensitive, 
with the use of symbolism, those which he/she has the therapy and a reliable since people may suffer from 
different types of play (em- potential to play. method of personal and extremely serious physical 
bodied, projective and role collective exploration into and psychological trauma. 
play), dramatization, masks Lia Zografou,   more efficient ways of living. Furthermore, people with 
and ritual. The dramathe- dramatherapistIljine established his Thera- severe learning difficulties, 
rapist works with individuals peutic Theatre in Russia be- physical disability or autism, 
or groups in sessions which tween 1908 and 1917. who may not have access to 
can last from 40 minutes to SourcesEvreinov regarded dramatic other forms of therapy, may 

!an hour and a half, which  Emunah, R. (1994). Acting action as a fundamental hu- benefit from dramathe-
typically include a warm-up for Real: Drama Therapy, man need and basic human rapeutic intervention. 
phase, followed by a phase of Process, Technique and instinct, akin to breathing, 
active exploration through Performance. NY: eating and having sex. All Dramatherapists, therefore, 
drama and closing so as to Brunner/Mazel. humans need to experience ought to be more than simply 

!return to the 'here and now'.  Jones, P. (1996). Drama as belonging, playing and re- trained; they need to possess 
Maintaining the precise Therapy, Theatre as Living. lating. There is no nation, no acute social sensibility and 
boundaries between fantasy London: Routledge.tribe on the planet which has wider anthropological know-

FROM THEORETICAL COMPREHENSION 
TO THE CHALLENGE OF ACTION

hallenge, as defined in Greek rience nected with the meaning of predicting  means that each individual at-
dictionaries, springs from the human reaction and behaviour. Let me tributes meaning and experiences Cverb 'evoke', i.e., to call some- give you an example of how one can various stimuli differently. The chal-

body to come out and confront me, to fall victim to theoretical expectation: a lenge here is for me to be on the alert, 
took a dream to give me a hint that arouse, to sti-mulate. (Dorbarakis, client was diagnosed with a serious so as not to lose contact with my client 
referred me to the particular client. The 1994). It is an invitation for partici- disease. On my part, I made the as-due to escaping into my own sub-
matter became clear! In fact, the work pation and confrontation in a fight, sumption that this news would be jectivity. I will give an example of how 
with the particular client had activated battle or game, in order for someone to shocking for my client. I based my differently we perceived a session, my 
an issue of mine, from my own past, prove their competence or value. It assumption on the theory which client and I. He was very angry with his 
which was still painful. Finally, I had might, also, mean disputing the truth, predicts that an individual is likely to girlfriend, because while he was sick 
help from my own therapy and over-pertinence or validity of a theory or react with shock, denial, anger, etc, and bedridden she did not adjust her 
came the obstacle. This example idea (Crowther, 1995). I recognise the 
shows me what ordeals we might go significance of challenge in the context 
through due to our work, but also how of psy-chotherapy whenever circum-
important it is for the therapist to be stances demand that the therapist 
surrounded with support in his own should proceed in a transcending 
personal life and to provide them-manner.
selves with opportunity for therapy, Numerous factors make transfe-
supervision and sharing with other rence from theory to practice chal-
colleagues. As a conclusion, I would lenging. The following three take the 
like to stress what I myself perceive as lead: 
the need for transition from “doing” to (I) the element of the unknown, 
“being” with a client, a paradigm shift and, occasionally, the mystery, that 
expressed by the term healing through covers the greatest part of human 
meeting.mental life with its plurality of 
                contradictions and paradoxes;  
            Kostas Konstantinos  (II) the fact that the therapist, the 

client and their interaction constitute 
part of a wider ever-changing field; 

REFERENCES(III) the fact that the main “tool” 
1.Buber, M. (2007).  Between Man of a therapist and an integral aspect of when they learn that they suffer from a schedule so that she could be at his 
and Man. New York: Routledge (first the therapeutic process is the the- serious disease. Furthermore, I sup-place and take care of him. He was 
published 1947)rapist's own self. These three factors ported this assumption on the basis of furious that she did not recognise what 
2.Crowther, J. (ed) (1995). Oxford lead to a series of questions, dilem- how I would personally react in a it was that he needed and believed that 
Advanced Learners Dictionary. mas and challenges that every thera- similar case (subjectivity) and I was care had to be taken for granted. It 
Oxford University Press.pist - and every School - is challenged internally prepared as to how I would goes without saying, that he had not 
3.Dorbarakis, P.Ch. (1994). to answer. approach my client. Naturally, I felt asked anything from her. I chose to fo-
Etymological Monolingual Dictionary On the basis of relevant literature and surprised when the client not only did cus the client's attention to the manner 
of Neo-Greek. Athens: Spudi my personal experience, I would like to not show to be shocked but, on the in which he recognised his needs, 
Publications.focus on four basic  if I may call them contrary, he clearly reported that this expressed them, turned to the 
4.Gunzburg, J.C. (1997). that - challenges: diagnosis had brought great relief to environment, requested, claimed, etc. 
Healing Through Meeting. Martin 1. The challenge of meeting a him. For him, the matter was not the We worked on that for a long time. The 
Buber's Conversational Approach to client experiencing borderline illness itself, but the clarification of client seemed to have changed his 
Psychotherapy. London and Bristol, situations. what it was he suffered from; once he attitude significantly and he appeared 
Pennsylvania: Jessica Kingsley Borderline, as determined by Jaspers knew what he had to deal with, he to be pleased. Similarly, I was also 
Publishers.(1983), might mean love, death, could have the appropriate medical pleased, considering that the client 
5.Hycner, R. (1993). illness, loss, loneliness, random care. This example proved to me that had been sensitised as to how to 
Between Person and Person: Toward incident, collapse, failure, or, accor- action serves to test and question our express his needs. At the end of the 
a Dialogical Psychotherapy. Gestalt  ding to others, the existential facts of knowledge and we need to be open to session, when I asked him what his 
Journal Press, Inclife. There are quite a few moments what is in order so that it may emerge. 'take-home message” from the 
6.Hycner, R. and Jacobs, L. (1995).during my working with clients when I Being able to remain open is a form of session was, if there was something 
The Healing Relationship in Gestalt feel stressed, anxious, tense, some- transcendence.that appeared important to him, he 
Therapy: A Dialogic/ Self Psychology times even disquieted, to mention but 4. The challenge of working on answered in a celebratory tone (!): “Of 
Approach. Gouldsboro: The Gestalt a few of my  awkward feelings. The course; I realised that care has to be the issue of a client that also 
Institute Press.challenge here is how, despite the taken for granted, otherwise it loses its preoccupies the therapist. 7.Jaspers, K. (1983). intense internal reaction created within value”. There are numerous ways in Here I am referring to cases when an History of Philosophy.me during my contact with the client, I which one could approach the client's issue concerns the therapist, e.g. a Athens-Ioannina: Dodoni can maintain the required degree of issue in this example (The Arrow blind point or open business, e.g., Publications.objective judgement, in order to be Phenomenon, Polster, 1995:88). As some traumatic fact the therapist is 8.Jung, C.G. (1997).  present and available for my client. for me, the 'les-son' of the story is that still sensitive to and he has no Symbols and the interpretation of Hycner (1993) reports the possibility eve-ryone sees things differently. This awareness of. I will never forget an dreams. Athens: Iamvlichos that only after many of years of has led me to keep checking what it is example from my own experience. Publications.practice this type of intensity becomes that the client says and what it is they While I was completing a session and 9.Polster, E (1995). A Population of less painful for the therapist; however, com-prehend. In other words, com- after the client left, I started feeling Selves: A Therapeutic Exploration of it is never fully resolved. This point prehension can by no means be taken some discomfort. I was in a bad mood Personal Diversity. San Francisco: underlined by Hycner seems to me to for granted. and I felt my body becoming heavier. I Josey- Bass Publishersbe a very interesting field for further 3. The challenge of theoretical felt numb and weak, but could not tell 10.Perls, F. (1947/1969a). Ego, research. expectation. why. I went home and kept thinking Hunger and Aggression. New York: 2. The challenge of subjectivity about it. In the evening I met with some We first encounter the term 'theo-
Vintage Books. (first published in of perception and experience. friends and was still preoccupied. This retical expectation' in Jung (1997: 61). 
South  Africa in 1942)Subjectivity of perception and expe- went on for about two more days and it In our case and in my view, it is con-
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About Dramatherapy
and reality is an absolutely not developed its own form ledge which will enable them 
necessary precondition and of theatrical expression. to handle cultural diversity 
great emphasis is placed on To Moreno, drama was fluently and consistently.  
the physical and emotional the catalyst which enabled The dramatherapist, like an 
safety of all participants. people to discover their lost ancient master of ceremonies 

rama has always been a As a form of therapy, spontaneity and begin to live or shaman, functions as a 
social policy tool, pro-D dramatherapy has its roots in again with inspiration and benevolent theatre director 

viding a secure vessel whe- two different worlds. On the creativity. Since the begin- in every client's psycholo-
threin each society placed its one hand, we have the world gical drama.  He or she offers ning of the 20  century, dra-

perceptions, problems and of theatre and drama and, on clients the possibility to be matherapy has been inspired 
expectations. Dramatic Art, the other, the world of psy- both protagonists and audi-by developments in theatre in 
as served by Euripides and chology and psychotherapy. ence of their lives so that they education, pedagogy, anthro-
Aristophanes, is the fertile Recent developments in the may discern, appreciate and pology and ritual, as well as 
ground where social dialogue fields of experimental theatre decide on their future course. by contributions from socio-
in the polis grows, and space and psychology, most nota- The sense of social respon-logy and dramaturgy and be-
is given to the voices of the bly through the contributions sibility is high, since the came an established agent of 
strong and the weak alike, the of Winnicott, Freud, Klein, dramatherapist constantly change in people's lives.  
misbegotten and the sick, the Jung and Rogers from the reflects on his/her role on the What makes drama-
imprisoned and the dejected. field of psychology and those 'razor edge' between being a therapy more accessible to a 

Dramatherapy is a parti- of Brecht, Brook, Stanislavski non-directive fellow traveler wider range of social groups 
cular form of psychotherapy and Grotowski from the field to their clients and a keeper than other, more conven-
because most of us have of drama, have rendered of safe boundaries and struc-tional forms of psycho-
already experienced it while dramatherapy a powerful a- tures of the session. She esta-therapy is that it does not rely 
playing as children. Wearing gent of change at a psycho- blishes a frame but does not exclusively on speech. 
our parents' clothes, talking logical, political and spi-ritual interpret nor predetermines. Indeed, dramatherapy often 
to the mirror or assuming level. If they did that, it would be li-bypasses it in favour of sym-
different roles when playing Dramatherapy's social ke attending a theatre perfo-bolic expression. Clients may 
with our friends, we learned dimension is inherent in its rmance having received in-express their anger through 
the difference between 'me' provenance and constitution. structions as to how we're making monsters out of clay, 

thand 'not me', we were soci- supposed while watching it, During the 20  century, des- dancing like fire, painting the 
alized through learning the before we enter the audito-pite the widespread use of Witch in Snow White or 
subtle dynamics of empathy rium. drama in European psychi- howling like the big bad wolf 
and we developed our ability My own perception of atry since the age of the in Little Red Riding Hood. 
to relate to others. my work is that, even though Enlightenment, we saw a Therefore, like music therapy 

Dramatherapy uses dra- I do not declare my manifesto great and unexpected rise of or art therapy, dramatherapy 
ma systematically and em- or publish in the press, I dramatic activity in clinical can be applied in special 
ploys its therapeutic and psy- effectively perform a political settings. Three men in par- conditions, as with people 
chosocially supportive and act each day in my small ticular, Iljine and Evreinov in who are not able to use 
educational properties in a studio, trying to assist each Revolutionary Russia in the speech, or cannot speak the 
way which promotes thera- client to gain deeper and years between 1905-1917 language of the country in 
peutic change. It is a unique more responsible awareness and Moreno, a contemporary which they reside as is the 
form of therapy which uses of his/her contribution to the of Freud and the father of case with many asylum 
mainly theatrical practice in social fabric, the roles in psychodrama, established seekers. The latter client 
pursuit of therapeutic goals which he/she is trapped and drama as a bona fide form of group is especially sensitive, 
with the use of symbolism, those which he/she has the therapy and a reliable since people may suffer from 
different types of play (em- potential to play. method of personal and extremely serious physical 
bodied, projective and role collective exploration into and psychological trauma. 
play), dramatization, masks Lia Zografou,   more efficient ways of living. Furthermore, people with 
and ritual. The dramathe- dramatherapistIljine established his Thera- severe learning difficulties, 
rapist works with individuals peutic Theatre in Russia be- physical disability or autism, 
or groups in sessions which tween 1908 and 1917. who may not have access to 
can last from 40 minutes to SourcesEvreinov regarded dramatic other forms of therapy, may 

!an hour and a half, which  Emunah, R. (1994). Acting action as a fundamental hu- benefit from dramathe-
typically include a warm-up for Real: Drama Therapy, man need and basic human rapeutic intervention. 
phase, followed by a phase of Process, Technique and instinct, akin to breathing, 
active exploration through Performance. NY: eating and having sex. All Dramatherapists, therefore, 
drama and closing so as to Brunner/Mazel. humans need to experience ought to be more than simply 

!return to the 'here and now'.  Jones, P. (1996). Drama as belonging, playing and re- trained; they need to possess 
Maintaining the precise Therapy, Theatre as Living. lating. There is no nation, no acute social sensibility and 
boundaries between fantasy London: Routledge.tribe on the planet which has wider anthropological know-

FROM THEORETICAL COMPREHENSION 
TO THE CHALLENGE OF ACTION

hallenge, as defined in Greek rience nected with the meaning of predicting  means that each individual at-
dictionaries, springs from the human reaction and behaviour. Let me tributes meaning and experiences Cverb 'evoke', i.e., to call some- give you an example of how one can various stimuli differently. The chal-

body to come out and confront me, to fall victim to theoretical expectation: a lenge here is for me to be on the alert, 
took a dream to give me a hint that arouse, to sti-mulate. (Dorbarakis, client was diagnosed with a serious so as not to lose contact with my client 
referred me to the particular client. The 1994). It is an invitation for partici- disease. On my part, I made the as-due to escaping into my own sub-
matter became clear! In fact, the work pation and confrontation in a fight, sumption that this news would be jectivity. I will give an example of how 
with the particular client had activated battle or game, in order for someone to shocking for my client. I based my differently we perceived a session, my 
an issue of mine, from my own past, prove their competence or value. It assumption on the theory which client and I. He was very angry with his 
which was still painful. Finally, I had might, also, mean disputing the truth, predicts that an individual is likely to girlfriend, because while he was sick 
help from my own therapy and over-pertinence or validity of a theory or react with shock, denial, anger, etc, and bedridden she did not adjust her 
came the obstacle. This example idea (Crowther, 1995). I recognise the 
shows me what ordeals we might go significance of challenge in the context 
through due to our work, but also how of psy-chotherapy whenever circum-
important it is for the therapist to be stances demand that the therapist 
surrounded with support in his own should proceed in a transcending 
personal life and to provide them-manner.
selves with opportunity for therapy, Numerous factors make transfe-
supervision and sharing with other rence from theory to practice chal-
colleagues. As a conclusion, I would lenging. The following three take the 
like to stress what I myself perceive as lead: 
the need for transition from “doing” to (I) the element of the unknown, 
“being” with a client, a paradigm shift and, occasionally, the mystery, that 
expressed by the term healing through covers the greatest part of human 
meeting.mental life with its plurality of 
                contradictions and paradoxes;  
            Kostas Konstantinos  (II) the fact that the therapist, the 

client and their interaction constitute 
part of a wider ever-changing field; 

REFERENCES(III) the fact that the main “tool” 
1.Buber, M. (2007).  Between Man of a therapist and an integral aspect of when they learn that they suffer from a schedule so that she could be at his 
and Man. New York: Routledge (first the therapeutic process is the the- serious disease. Furthermore, I sup-place and take care of him. He was 
published 1947)rapist's own self. These three factors ported this assumption on the basis of furious that she did not recognise what 
2.Crowther, J. (ed) (1995). Oxford lead to a series of questions, dilem- how I would personally react in a it was that he needed and believed that 
Advanced Learners Dictionary. mas and challenges that every thera- similar case (subjectivity) and I was care had to be taken for granted. It 
Oxford University Press.pist - and every School - is challenged internally prepared as to how I would goes without saying, that he had not 
3.Dorbarakis, P.Ch. (1994). to answer. approach my client. Naturally, I felt asked anything from her. I chose to fo-
Etymological Monolingual Dictionary On the basis of relevant literature and surprised when the client not only did cus the client's attention to the manner 
of Neo-Greek. Athens: Spudi my personal experience, I would like to not show to be shocked but, on the in which he recognised his needs, 
Publications.focus on four basic  if I may call them contrary, he clearly reported that this expressed them, turned to the 
4.Gunzburg, J.C. (1997). that - challenges: diagnosis had brought great relief to environment, requested, claimed, etc. 
Healing Through Meeting. Martin 1. The challenge of meeting a him. For him, the matter was not the We worked on that for a long time. The 
Buber's Conversational Approach to client experiencing borderline illness itself, but the clarification of client seemed to have changed his 
Psychotherapy. London and Bristol, situations. what it was he suffered from; once he attitude significantly and he appeared 
Pennsylvania: Jessica Kingsley Borderline, as determined by Jaspers knew what he had to deal with, he to be pleased. Similarly, I was also 
Publishers.(1983), might mean love, death, could have the appropriate medical pleased, considering that the client 
5.Hycner, R. (1993). illness, loss, loneliness, random care. This example proved to me that had been sensitised as to how to 
Between Person and Person: Toward incident, collapse, failure, or, accor- action serves to test and question our express his needs. At the end of the 
a Dialogical Psychotherapy. Gestalt  ding to others, the existential facts of knowledge and we need to be open to session, when I asked him what his 
Journal Press, Inclife. There are quite a few moments what is in order so that it may emerge. 'take-home message” from the 
6.Hycner, R. and Jacobs, L. (1995).during my working with clients when I Being able to remain open is a form of session was, if there was something 
The Healing Relationship in Gestalt feel stressed, anxious, tense, some- transcendence.that appeared important to him, he 
Therapy: A Dialogic/ Self Psychology times even disquieted, to mention but 4. The challenge of working on answered in a celebratory tone (!): “Of 
Approach. Gouldsboro: The Gestalt a few of my  awkward feelings. The course; I realised that care has to be the issue of a client that also 
Institute Press.challenge here is how, despite the taken for granted, otherwise it loses its preoccupies the therapist. 7.Jaspers, K. (1983). intense internal reaction created within value”. There are numerous ways in Here I am referring to cases when an History of Philosophy.me during my contact with the client, I which one could approach the client's issue concerns the therapist, e.g. a Athens-Ioannina: Dodoni can maintain the required degree of issue in this example (The Arrow blind point or open business, e.g., Publications.objective judgement, in order to be Phenomenon, Polster, 1995:88). As some traumatic fact the therapist is 8.Jung, C.G. (1997).  present and available for my client. for me, the 'les-son' of the story is that still sensitive to and he has no Symbols and the interpretation of Hycner (1993) reports the possibility eve-ryone sees things differently. This awareness of. I will never forget an dreams. Athens: Iamvlichos that only after many of years of has led me to keep checking what it is example from my own experience. Publications.practice this type of intensity becomes that the client says and what it is they While I was completing a session and 9.Polster, E (1995). A Population of less painful for the therapist; however, com-prehend. In other words, com- after the client left, I started feeling Selves: A Therapeutic Exploration of it is never fully resolved. This point prehension can by no means be taken some discomfort. I was in a bad mood Personal Diversity. San Francisco: underlined by Hycner seems to me to for granted. and I felt my body becoming heavier. I Josey- Bass Publishersbe a very interesting field for further 3. The challenge of theoretical felt numb and weak, but could not tell 10.Perls, F. (1947/1969a). Ego, research. expectation. why. I went home and kept thinking Hunger and Aggression. New York: 2. The challenge of subjectivity about it. In the evening I met with some We first encounter the term 'theo-
Vintage Books. (first published in of perception and experience. friends and was still preoccupied. This retical expectation' in Jung (1997: 61). 
South  Africa in 1942)Subjectivity of perception and expe- went on for about two more days and it In our case and in my view, it is con-
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Thessaloniki, November 7, resting. I listened carefully. I estalt Foundation or-G 2008 watched silently, having ganized two oneday 
The topic of this meeting thoughts, asking and respon-meetings on the occasion of its 

was Society and Psychothe- ding in imaginary dialogues in tenth anniversary. It was quite 
rapy. I entered a packed hall. I my mind. Speeches about energy. I felt anxious but also a rich course, the results and 
had arrived a little late. They professional volunteerism had proud of my group's presenta-efforts of which, were re-
had already started. Around a distinctive experiential tion of. Finally, everything flected in those two meetings. I 
me I could see colors and aspect. They were particularly turned out fine. Next to come attended both meetings and, 
faces. I felt warm. My group touching. The audience re- were the graduates' presenta-so, I have various images in my 
was sitting somewhere at the sponded and commented tions filled with strong images mind. The two days shared 
back. I went and joined them. positively. and words. some common features, but 
Right in front there was the Break…time for real dia- We came to the end. The were also quite different. Two 
usual 'gang': Katia, Antonia, group went upstairs. Emotions logues - Pleasant encounters different cities, two different 

were intense. This course in-Yianna, Despina. I observed tasting of coffee. A chance for topics, yet two aspects ulti-
the audience: they were cluded everything: from dif-sharing and a touch of hu-mately combined into one. 

ficulties and experiences sha-concentrating hard, paying mor… I returned to the hall. I am about two years old as far 
red to joy and sorrow. special attention. Topics Group presentations followed; as this journey is concerned. 

presented were very inte- they were full of creativity and I decided to attend the My first stop: 

Education and of Athens. I felt happy to meet nalism as well as emotion. As meeting was 

Psychotherapy. The outset was people I had met before on Mt. for me, I had the chance to get 

strong, with an intense em- Pelion. to know, a little bit better, the 

otional touch. I listened to The meeting followed a other 'part' of Gestalt Founda-

guest speakers with the same similar course: group presen- tion, to think deeply, to feel, meeting in Athens, since I 
concentration and interest. So tations full of life, touching once again, I was part of it all had always been curious to get 
did the audience. Guest spea- speeches by volunteers, and and to recollect my own 

to know my 'missing part'. 
kers came from different conscientious and interesting parallel biennial course during 

Therefore, this was the next schools of therapy. It was, in- presentations by graduates. these ten years. And the 
stop: deed, interesting, this common The closure moved me, yet journey continues…

Athens, November 23, 2008 ground of fields and opinions. more. I cherish Katia's strong 
I felt anxious and curious. As time passed, colors become words, the Despina's nervous-

What would it be like? What more vivid and I had already ness and Yianna's and Anto-
and who would I encounter? I developed a feeling of famili- nia's emotional response. 
entered the hall  only, this time, arity. To conclude, both mee-
everything looked white - no Break time: for coffee and tings were impeccably organi-
colors, no familiar sights. I set lunch - only this time, with a zed, of a high scientific level 
with a friend. The topic of the panoramic view over the whole with substance, professio-
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individuals are themselves responsible for 
their emotions, reactions and actions and 
they are not at the mercy of their instincts and 
their subconscious. Every one of their actions 
constitutes the resultant of feeling, reasoning 

o start with, I would like to thank Adler argued that three fields are decisive and compulsion composing, that way, the 
Gestalt Foundation for giving us the T for our lives: work, friendship and love. They wholeness of human personality. Creativity, 

opportunity to participate in this conference. are decisive because through them we draw capacity to make choices and ability to 
We wish Gestalt Foundation all the best. satisfaction; through them we find meaning in change are inherent in all of us.

I am attending as the representative of life. These allow offering and accepting the Thoughts, feelings, desires, goals and 
Adler's Psychology Centre and I should offer. The feeling of social responsibility, i.e. memories render each individual special and 
clarify, in the first place, that our Association focusing on a common goal and being unique. Everyone sees their own life from 
functions with volunteering coordinators; detached from the narrow limits of one's ego, their own viewpoint, experience their own 
these are trained and supervised by mutual offering and sharing generate a feeling reality and, through their actions and choices, 
psychologists and they attend seminars and that makes individuals happy and healthy. seek to confirm their beliefs, concerning 
are in continuous education and training. Starting from the closest personal themselves, their life and others.

According to our statutes, the aim of our relations and widening the circle towards Society offers individuals the field within 
Centre is to disseminate and apply Adler's friends and, then, to relations at work, Adler which they may find and offer affirmation; 
theory. For this purpose, there are organised confirmed the theory that humans are by social responsibility helps them encounter the 
study groups aiming at prevention rather than nature social beings, who cannot live and, reality of others, face their own restrictions 
treatment. even more, who cannot develop in isolation, and accept the potential of others. Society 

Nevertheless, our members get ac- without collaboration, companionship, helps individuals develop and, maybe, find 
quainted with new theories, discover al- affection and love. healing.
ternative outlets and find encouragement in One of the main and decisive needs of Our groups also function like a small ideal 
an atmosphere of acknowledgement, equality everyone is the need to belong, to find one's society. Inside the group, members, regard-
and mutual respect. Their broadened ho- place in the community and to determine, that less of their gender, age or profession, are 
rizons help them attempt changes in their own way, the aims that will lead them to self- sensitised to understand themselves and 
lives. And even if they do not fully succeed, realization and to developing into independent others better; they are encouraged by the 
they learn to love and to accept themselves as and whole individuals. atmosphere of acceptance, equality and 
they are. The feeling of belonging develops when respect, which are our basic principles.

However, I would not dare name what we individuals feel certain about their personal They are sensitised, so that they may 
do “psychotherapy”. It is a method of getting value and it diminishes when they are also be able to offer to the community and to 
acquainted and familiar with Adler's theory preoccupied with feelings of insecurity and make a difference in their own lives and the 
and its application, because he was the first to inferiority. life of others in their environment. As for us, 
stress the importance of social aspects in the Likewise, when they feel that the the coordinators, we work with an enhanced 
formation of a healthy personality and he community accepts them and that their feeling of social responsibility, with zeal; we 
underlined the significance of social interest. participation in and contribution to common are volunteers with a professional ethos.
In other words, he believed that positive and interests are positive, when they feel safe, 
constructive relations between fellow-people important and useful, then their self-respect is Yvonne Kapon
were the focal point of mental balance for improved. Rogerian Counselor, Trained Coordinator of  
individuals. According to Adler, at any given moment, Adler's Psychology Center 

hen we decided on the title of our Wpresentation for the anniversary 
meeting to mark the ten years of 
Gestalt Foundation, we began to walk 
along the paths of experiential and 
theoretical education. Relevant litera-

Certainly, in order for education in principles and dignity of every human ture review led us to the two types of 
psychotherapy to be complete, mere being. It supports equality for all, education, i.e. formal and non  formal/ 
experience is not enough; it also because its main tool is “dialogue”; it experiential education, in psycho-
needs theory and research.includes the personal involvement of therapy.
Friedlander believed that everything is trainees and has diffused repercus-
polarized in its two opposites. If so-sions on them. If, for the sake of Formal education is the hierarchically 
meone is trapped by one of these op-simplicity, we would like to chara-structured, chronologically gra-ded 
posing forces, they acquire a one-cterize each form of education with a “educational system” that begins from 
sided view and their life loses its single verb, we would say that formal kindergarten and conti-nues up to 
balance (O'Leary, 1995). Let us ima-education may be characterized with university, which includes, apart from 
gine, therefore, psychotherapeutic ed-the verb “know” and non-formal with general academic studies, a range of 
ucation as a continuum in that a the verb “do”.specialised cour-ses and institutions 
training course may be found either at for full-time attendance in techno-
one pole or the other or at any point in-The role of the trainer in experiential logical and professional education 
between. An effective educational education is to facilitate learning by (Jeffs & Smith, 1999). It is chara-
course should balance both forms of creating a positive atmosphere, by cterized as a place of comprehensive 
education. The Gestalt example, as clarifying the trainee's aims, by information on a variety of issues, 
we, the trainees of Gestalt Foundation organising and creating accessible often unrelated to each other, which 
experience it, is an example of the type training sources, by counterba-the trainee acquires on a theoretical 
of education that includes both poles lancing the mental and emotional basis. Most of the times the educati-
as an integral part of its philosophy.aspects of learning, by sharing onal process has a considerably 

feelings and thoughts with trainees impersonal character and leads to the 
At this point, it would be important to and by avoid dominating over them.acquisition of a degree.
clarify that it is not our aim to judge or 
to cancel academic education; we In psychotherapy education, trainees, On the contrary, non-formal educa-
simply want to point out the reason through the use of psychotherapeutic tion concerns organised educational 
that makes us claim that training in methods, learn-experience what it is to activities beyond the established 
psychotherapy should be supported be a client, what it feels like to sit on the educational system (Jeffs & Smith, 
by both forms of education.“hot chair”, what it is to make contact. 1999). According to Rogers, the main 

No matter how many times we read characteristics of experiential educa-
about experiments, no matter how tion are that it works and is led through 
many times we read on defence me- Skordou, Maria discussion; it includes investigation 
chanisms, we cannot fully compre- in collaboration with the 2nd Training and development of skills and can take 
hend them, if they we do not expe- Year Class in Gestalt Psychotherapy place anywhere. Its goal is others' 
rience them first hand. (Gestalt Foundation)prosperity and respect for the unique 
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Thessaloniki, November 7, resting. I listened carefully. I estalt Foundation or-G 2008 watched silently, having ganized two oneday 
The topic of this meeting thoughts, asking and respon-meetings on the occasion of its 

was Society and Psychothe- ding in imaginary dialogues in tenth anniversary. It was quite 
rapy. I entered a packed hall. I my mind. Speeches about energy. I felt anxious but also a rich course, the results and 
had arrived a little late. They professional volunteerism had proud of my group's presenta-efforts of which, were re-
had already started. Around a distinctive experiential tion of. Finally, everything flected in those two meetings. I 
me I could see colors and aspect. They were particularly turned out fine. Next to come attended both meetings and, 
faces. I felt warm. My group touching. The audience re- were the graduates' presenta-so, I have various images in my 
was sitting somewhere at the sponded and commented tions filled with strong images mind. The two days shared 
back. I went and joined them. positively. and words. some common features, but 
Right in front there was the Break…time for real dia- We came to the end. The were also quite different. Two 
usual 'gang': Katia, Antonia, group went upstairs. Emotions logues - Pleasant encounters different cities, two different 

were intense. This course in-Yianna, Despina. I observed tasting of coffee. A chance for topics, yet two aspects ulti-
the audience: they were cluded everything: from dif-sharing and a touch of hu-mately combined into one. 

ficulties and experiences sha-concentrating hard, paying mor… I returned to the hall. I am about two years old as far 
red to joy and sorrow. special attention. Topics Group presentations followed; as this journey is concerned. 

presented were very inte- they were full of creativity and I decided to attend the My first stop: 

Education and of Athens. I felt happy to meet nalism as well as emotion. As meeting was 

Psychotherapy. The outset was people I had met before on Mt. for me, I had the chance to get 

strong, with an intense em- Pelion. to know, a little bit better, the 

otional touch. I listened to The meeting followed a other 'part' of Gestalt Founda-

guest speakers with the same similar course: group presen- tion, to think deeply, to feel, meeting in Athens, since I 
concentration and interest. So tations full of life, touching once again, I was part of it all had always been curious to get 
did the audience. Guest spea- speeches by volunteers, and and to recollect my own 

to know my 'missing part'. 
kers came from different conscientious and interesting parallel biennial course during 

Therefore, this was the next schools of therapy. It was, in- presentations by graduates. these ten years. And the 
stop: deed, interesting, this common The closure moved me, yet journey continues…

Athens, November 23, 2008 ground of fields and opinions. more. I cherish Katia's strong 
I felt anxious and curious. As time passed, colors become words, the Despina's nervous-

What would it be like? What more vivid and I had already ness and Yianna's and Anto-
and who would I encounter? I developed a feeling of famili- nia's emotional response. 
entered the hall  only, this time, arity. To conclude, both mee-
everything looked white - no Break time: for coffee and tings were impeccably organi-
colors, no familiar sights. I set lunch - only this time, with a zed, of a high scientific level 
with a friend. The topic of the panoramic view over the whole with substance, professio-
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individuals are themselves responsible for 
their emotions, reactions and actions and 
they are not at the mercy of their instincts and 
their subconscious. Every one of their actions 
constitutes the resultant of feeling, reasoning 

o start with, I would like to thank Adler argued that three fields are decisive and compulsion composing, that way, the 
Gestalt Foundation for giving us the T for our lives: work, friendship and love. They wholeness of human personality. Creativity, 

opportunity to participate in this conference. are decisive because through them we draw capacity to make choices and ability to 
We wish Gestalt Foundation all the best. satisfaction; through them we find meaning in change are inherent in all of us.
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stress the importance of social aspects in the Likewise, when they feel that the the coordinators, we work with an enhanced 
formation of a healthy personality and he community accepts them and that their feeling of social responsibility, with zeal; we 
underlined the significance of social interest. participation in and contribution to common are volunteers with a professional ethos.
In other words, he believed that positive and interests are positive, when they feel safe, 
constructive relations between fellow-people important and useful, then their self-respect is Yvonne Kapon
were the focal point of mental balance for improved. Rogerian Counselor, Trained Coordinator of  
individuals. According to Adler, at any given moment, Adler's Psychology Center 

hen we decided on the title of our Wpresentation for the anniversary 
meeting to mark the ten years of 
Gestalt Foundation, we began to walk 
along the paths of experiential and 
theoretical education. Relevant litera-

Certainly, in order for education in principles and dignity of every human ture review led us to the two types of 
psychotherapy to be complete, mere being. It supports equality for all, education, i.e. formal and non  formal/ 
experience is not enough; it also because its main tool is “dialogue”; it experiential education, in psycho-
needs theory and research.includes the personal involvement of therapy.
Friedlander believed that everything is trainees and has diffused repercus-
polarized in its two opposites. If so-sions on them. If, for the sake of Formal education is the hierarchically 
meone is trapped by one of these op-simplicity, we would like to chara-structured, chronologically gra-ded 
posing forces, they acquire a one-cterize each form of education with a “educational system” that begins from 
sided view and their life loses its single verb, we would say that formal kindergarten and conti-nues up to 
balance (O'Leary, 1995). Let us ima-education may be characterized with university, which includes, apart from 
gine, therefore, psychotherapeutic ed-the verb “know” and non-formal with general academic studies, a range of 
ucation as a continuum in that a the verb “do”.specialised cour-ses and institutions 
training course may be found either at for full-time attendance in techno-
one pole or the other or at any point in-The role of the trainer in experiential logical and professional education 
between. An effective educational education is to facilitate learning by (Jeffs & Smith, 1999). It is chara-
course should balance both forms of creating a positive atmosphere, by cterized as a place of comprehensive 
education. The Gestalt example, as clarifying the trainee's aims, by information on a variety of issues, 
we, the trainees of Gestalt Foundation organising and creating accessible often unrelated to each other, which 
experience it, is an example of the type training sources, by counterba-the trainee acquires on a theoretical 
of education that includes both poles lancing the mental and emotional basis. Most of the times the educati-
as an integral part of its philosophy.aspects of learning, by sharing onal process has a considerably 

feelings and thoughts with trainees impersonal character and leads to the 
At this point, it would be important to and by avoid dominating over them.acquisition of a degree.
clarify that it is not our aim to judge or 
to cancel academic education; we In psychotherapy education, trainees, On the contrary, non-formal educa-
simply want to point out the reason through the use of psychotherapeutic tion concerns organised educational 
that makes us claim that training in methods, learn-experience what it is to activities beyond the established 
psychotherapy should be supported be a client, what it feels like to sit on the educational system (Jeffs & Smith, 
by both forms of education.“hot chair”, what it is to make contact. 1999). According to Rogers, the main 

No matter how many times we read characteristics of experiential educa-
about experiments, no matter how tion are that it works and is led through 
many times we read on defence me- Skordou, Maria discussion; it includes investigation 
chanisms, we cannot fully compre- in collaboration with the 2nd Training and development of skills and can take 
hend them, if they we do not expe- Year Class in Gestalt Psychotherapy place anywhere. Its goal is others' 
rience them first hand. (Gestalt Foundation)prosperity and respect for the unique 
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A PSYCHOTHERAPIST'S SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
rapist  if this was possible - whether tions to their problems. consequences, to the point, of 
it was imposed by theory (as later For a systemic-thinking thera- course, that each directly interested 
on according to humanitarian pist there is no personal problem, party will allow their therapist to 
schools) or “escaped” traditional since everything is perceived within influence them. I believe that there 
therapists  since, even therapists the core concept of systems  con- lies our own social responsibility 
were only humans with feelings. sequently, there is no personal (as, e.g., that of a farmer avoiding 

he title of the panel 
Allow me, though, to support that, in solution. This type of therapist lethal pesticides, or of a car mecha-Tincludes two implied 
cases where these therapies had a constantly discusses with their nic fixing my car correctly):

messages that are not quite clear to 
reinforcing result for patients, that clients in the context of the social  In showing, at any given moment, 

me. These are: a) whether a 
happened beyond and despite the components and consequences the limited boundaries of our action 

psychotherapist might have no 
existence of such aspects as those I every moment of their personal and recognizing the limits of our 

social responsibility? Or b) whether 
have mentioned above. In this development might have. Still, the own thought, avoiding megalo-

a psychotherapist's social respon-
sense, I would support much of the way each one of the clients will maniac references to hypertheories, 

sibility might be so significant that 
criticism expressed to date against handle this information remains a which, historically speaking, already 

the power wielded is catalytic 
psychotherapy as a method for matter of personal choice for them. constitute a kind of antique for case 

enough for us to discuss it at a 
handling personal problems. A systemic therapist does not study in the postmodern times we 

conference such as this? 
All the same, I think that the guide (neither in the direction of live. 

I believe that all this dis-
systemic way of thinking, which I social activation nor towards com-  In opening before our interlo-

cussion emerges from the 
cutors numerous, new, 

criticism initially addressed to 
enriched versions of 

traditional psychoanalysis and, 
“reading” their pro-

later, to behavioral therapy, 
blems, as these are 

around the '60s and '70s, as 
reported, and potential 

methods and practices that 
solutions. 

might cause social harm  either 
 In contributing, with 

to the person in therapy or to 
all due respect for and 

society as a whole. Such poten-
trust in their clients, 

tial harm was related to the phe-
towards the latter re-

nomenon of psychorationaliza-
connecting with their-

tion and individualization of so-
indisputably present  

cial problems, on the one hand, 
strong points and re-

and to the entrapment of each 
serves, so as to take 

patient in roles of personal pas-
decisions that might be 

sivity and social impotence, on 
useful for their lives. 

the other. It was criticism against 
 In being there, as 

theories and therapeutic practi-
reflective mirror of a 

ces that  at least in their initial hereby represent, constitutes exa- mitment, e.g., of their client); on the client's course, for only as long as 
application - invested in the weak- ctly the historic result of such contrary, they are constantly pre- they request us to do so. 
ness and deficits of patients, their criticism. In its theory systemic senting new versions for discussion   In constantly showing the broa-
intensified feelings of guilt and thought directly cancels any ra- and open ways for the imagination der, that is to say, the social con-
inadequacy, in fatal chronicity and tionale or practice which might be- so that they may contribute towards sequences, of what happens to 
the idea of dead-ends for the come a social hazard in the modern an essential and conscious choice them as information that is im-
individuals who trusted such me- way of thinking.  to be made by their interlocutors  portant for them.
thods and gave psychotherapists The core of our thinking is that a which ultimate choice the therapist  In encouraging them to connect 
the role of an almighty Big Brother, psychotherapist is nothing more neither knows nor judges, either. with their natural supporting sy-
who observed as an assessor and than a capable interlocutor, who is Therapists reserve for themselves stems.
declared what  the Truth was about ethically obliged to respond to the the role of a counsellor, in the an-  In considering our collaboration 
one's condition and how far one was request of the person before them  cient Greek meaning of the term (the with them, as a brief temporary and, 
from this truth, prescribing the way rather than to any of their own one who holds counsel with), who- mainly, non-vital process for clients' 
towards the solution. If the solution imaginary therapeutic fantasies  se opinion may not be persuasive; lives.  
never occurred, that was due the simply through  raising facilitating, this is considered as something po- Among other things, our society 
patient's deficient dynamics (cogni- skilful questions that shed light to sitive, as an act of autonomy and needs  in order to be productive and 
tive inadequacy) or/and to their blur- aspects of their client's experience, empowerment of the interlocutor ra- live in relative prosperity  people 
red no-good consciousness or un- which have been temporarily ne- ther than as a sign of therapeutic who are strong and aware of their 
conscious (resistance) that was glected or hidden from sight. This disobedience or an expression of own power. However, we therapists 
masochistically abolishing the sci- helps clients reconnect with their inadequacy or resistance. can achieve quite the contrary as 
entifically enlightened, “objective” strong points and reserves so that I would argue that a psycho- well: we can contribute in that. This 
judgment and intervention of one's they will be able to reimagine and therapist has the same social is where I see our own social 
psychotherapist. apply their own solutions, suited to responsibility as any other citizen, responsibility. 

And, of course, all that in a their lives. For a therapist of syste- i.e. to participate in their own way 
schematic manner, entailing the risk mic thinking a problem reported as and means in raising the quality of Thank you. 
of overgeneralization, since, natu- such does not result from any life of the members of the society 
rally, at all times and in every the- learning or cognitive deficit, or for- they live in. They cannot save or 
rapeutic direction, a psychothera- mer trauma or developmental fixa- destroy anyone. They can, however, 
peutic session also entailed aspects tion; it is simply a circumstantial contribute, up to a point, towards 
of reinforcement and emancipation blockage of the overall current ca- reinforcing or wrecking their inter-
of the patient, mostly through their pacity of an individual to find solu- locutors and that also has social 
authentic meeting with their the-
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Anna Emmanouilidou

Clinical Psychologist (Dr. Phil., 
M.Sc.)
Systemic Psychotherapist (IGST)

TRAINING AND VOLUNTEERISM
owadays, traditional forms of should remain functional and able to ceptance of pain, loss and death, both Ncharity are not as forceful as they have this emotional contact; such at the personal and interpersonal 

used to be. Volunteerism has replaced contact should be well tolerated by levels.
charity to a significant extent and pre- both the 'client' and the volunteer, Thus:

·sents fundamental differences in its otherwise it is  an act of violation in  Trainees, as volunteers, become 
philosophy. Volunteerism has its roots both directions. sensitive to the effectiveness of 
in popular movements during periods ·Let us see, therefore, what rela- intervention schemes, and to the  While they learn to listen to the 
of social crises when there is demand tions and interaction might be de- “how, when and who” might be using signals their own body sends to them, 
for psychological support to suffering veloped. them. volunteers adapt and crea-tively 
social groups, e.g. war victims, cancer · manage their personal stress and They also recognize the need to 
or AIDS patients, the elderly, abused RELATIONS AND INTERACTION recognize when they are approaching expand their support networks not just 
and neglected children and adults, DEVELOPED 'burnout' state.at a professional but at a personal 
persons going through loss and The volunteer - client relation is ·level, as well. They develop deep  They develop creative ways of 
bereavement, immigrants experien- contained within a frame which both of awareness and responsibility in the communication that are not based in 
cing cultural shock, etc. them have established. There is sense that, in order to support, they “must do”, but in the need that e-

Those who experience crisis have dynamic and mutual interaction which need to be supported. In this manner, merges at any given moment between 
lost their balance and their functional includes factors that may influence they establish a collaboration network them and their clients.
contact with their main levels of them both. Such factors may be their ·with other specialists who can help  Beyond the relation with their clients, 
support - their body, their reflection ca- family, nationality, religion, place of them in their therapeutic work - trainee volunteers are sensitized and 
pacity, their environment. We could, residence, gender, financial state, psychiatrists, doctors, social workers, activate their social interest and so 
therefore, define crisis as a phase in education, sexuality, needs, and so on. nurses, etc. They recognize the need they acquire social responsibility and 
the life of an individual who has lost Their relation is not based on one- for supervision concerning both altruism values.
their familiar picture of their environ- sided support from the stronger to the issues of professional competence ·  Furthermore, let me add that the ment and their own functionality within weaker; it is a mutual and horizontal and issues of ethics. They are peak of a volunteer's development is it; the person finds him/herself in a dynamic relation that helps develop sensitized with regard to professional the opportunity to learn, through state of biological and psychological both parties involved in every aspect of burnout and become aware of their 'interculturalism'  in the broadest sen-imbalance due to a situation that has their existence. own personal limits. They also se - to respect and manage differe-caused them great stress. A crisis is Let us, now, see what it means for recognize the importance of personal ntiality'.usually short-termed; however, it can a trainee psychotherapist to become a support at the level of personal 
cause sharply experienced discomfort volunteer and to work in contexts and relations, family, friends, recreation, I will close with my personal for the individual involved. institutions where crisis intervention is personal care, etc. experience and conviction, as a Even though this is considered a needed. ·  Moreover, they learn that organi- volunteer - supervisor, that all of us normal process, if it is not resolved, it A trainee psychotherapist needs, zation helps them be functional and not who come to contact with our personal may lead the person to psychological on the one hand to develop their get lost in the labyrinth of stress and pain and the pain of others become dysfunction with regard to relations, therapeutic intervention skills and, on fear their clients experience; in this better persons and experience more work and sociability. the other, to broaden their boundaries manner, they develop the ability of substantially the happiness we enjoy Volunteers who support indivi- and to develop as individuals. When in setting limits, of making emotional by the daily, minor or major, chal-duals in crisis need to develop in- contact with different persons who are contact with clients, of internal or- lenges in our own lives. tervention skills, as well as their own faced with the existential dilemma of ganization and of applying a system in 
personal points of support, for their life or death, trainees are redefined, the intervention plan. YIANNA YIAMARELOUbody and feelings, their reflection firstly, as personalities, and then ·  This has an immediate effect in the MA in Clinical Psychology, Gestalt capacity and judgment; they should through recognizing their boundaries, person's calm stability and under- Psychotherapist, Trainer & also consider the possibility of seeking i.e. their potential, weaknesses and re- standing for the client, which is both Supervisor, EAP & EAGT Member, professional and personal support strictions. They develop moral prin- catalytic and therapeutic. Co-founder of Gestalt Foundationfrom their environment, i.e. they ciples through respect for and ac-

For a life journey...
rd out, to get them off the couch and of such human contribution becomes all Finishing, I would like to warmly November, 23 , 2008

convince them, that the infirmity of their the more necessary in view of the social thank not only Ms. Yiamarelou, but also On behalf of the Board of Directors 
bodies due to treatment cannot over- isolation of our times. all group coordinators who offer their of K.E.F.I. Association, I would like to 
whelm the soul of the person as well; this Our collaboration with Gestalt voluntary services to K.E.F.I. Assoc-thank the Organisational Committee for 
often contradicts the daily struggle all of Foundation Centre is in its fourth year. iation.their invitation and to wish Gestalt 
us have experienced in overcoming this Under the supervision of Ms Yianna By 'unfreezing' the pain and over-Foundation to celebrate many more 
discomfort and organising the As- Yiamarelou we have managed to prepare coming the fear of pain, by giving voice decades in the future.
sociation in an effort to offer psycho- the first trained volunteers' team. to the silence, everything becomes We are patients who are faced with 
logical support to every new patient and Through systematic scientific training, easier and patients, as well as their cancer, unique personalities of different 
their families. volunteers go to the Hospitals and significant people, feel less alone along a origins, with varying experiences, of 

One of the most important programs support cancer patients, helping them to difficult course ....... on their life various ages and family circumstances. 
is that of volunteers. Volunteers are the discover their personal internal strength, journey.........Each one of us has experienced, in their 
backbone and the driving force of our under the threat of death, to recognize own special way, the adventure that has 
efforts. A volunteer can not replace the big difference between EXISTING and I thank you all.undeniably marked their lives.
experts or change the environment. S/he LIVING.We have created the Association 

Zoe Grammatoglou is more like a reflection, a mirror, of the This year, the program is more because we know better than anyone 
needs and difficulties each one of us may integrated. Apart from volunteer training, else the changes and the new needs that 

K.E.F.I. Association of Athens encounter under special circumstances there is a reception group, a support CANCER brought into our lives.
Piraeus 1 - p.c. 105 52   ATHENS when we ask for human help which can group, a volunteers' supervision pro-We have shaped an integrated 
TEL: 210- 64 68 222 be offered by a well-trained volunteer. gramme, and individual sessions; our program of psychosocial support for 
FAX: 210-6468221The patient will feel better when they immediate goal is to establish a health patients, that aims, not only at dealing 
Site: hear “I know, because I have also been cadre aiming at the exchange of with the crisis that the diagnosis of 

through the same thing”. opinions, training and “recharging” of CANCER causes, but also at improving 
Our experience shows that the need those who work at Oncology Centres.  our quality of life; we try to get patients 

 www.anticancerath.gr  
e-mail: info@anticancerath.gr
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A PSYCHOTHERAPIST'S SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
rapist  if this was possible - whether tions to their problems. consequences, to the point, of 
it was imposed by theory (as later For a systemic-thinking thera- course, that each directly interested 
on according to humanitarian pist there is no personal problem, party will allow their therapist to 
schools) or “escaped” traditional since everything is perceived within influence them. I believe that there 
therapists  since, even therapists the core concept of systems  con- lies our own social responsibility 
were only humans with feelings. sequently, there is no personal (as, e.g., that of a farmer avoiding 

he title of the panel 
Allow me, though, to support that, in solution. This type of therapist lethal pesticides, or of a car mecha-Tincludes two implied 
cases where these therapies had a constantly discusses with their nic fixing my car correctly):

messages that are not quite clear to 
reinforcing result for patients, that clients in the context of the social  In showing, at any given moment, 

me. These are: a) whether a 
happened beyond and despite the components and consequences the limited boundaries of our action 

psychotherapist might have no 
existence of such aspects as those I every moment of their personal and recognizing the limits of our 

social responsibility? Or b) whether 
have mentioned above. In this development might have. Still, the own thought, avoiding megalo-

a psychotherapist's social respon-
sense, I would support much of the way each one of the clients will maniac references to hypertheories, 

sibility might be so significant that 
criticism expressed to date against handle this information remains a which, historically speaking, already 

the power wielded is catalytic 
psychotherapy as a method for matter of personal choice for them. constitute a kind of antique for case 

enough for us to discuss it at a 
handling personal problems. A systemic therapist does not study in the postmodern times we 

conference such as this? 
All the same, I think that the guide (neither in the direction of live. 

I believe that all this dis-
systemic way of thinking, which I social activation nor towards com-  In opening before our interlo-

cussion emerges from the 
cutors numerous, new, 

criticism initially addressed to 
enriched versions of 

traditional psychoanalysis and, 
“reading” their pro-

later, to behavioral therapy, 
blems, as these are 

around the '60s and '70s, as 
reported, and potential 

methods and practices that 
solutions. 

might cause social harm  either 
 In contributing, with 

to the person in therapy or to 
all due respect for and 

society as a whole. Such poten-
trust in their clients, 

tial harm was related to the phe-
towards the latter re-

nomenon of psychorationaliza-
connecting with their-

tion and individualization of so-
indisputably present  

cial problems, on the one hand, 
strong points and re-

and to the entrapment of each 
serves, so as to take 

patient in roles of personal pas-
decisions that might be 

sivity and social impotence, on 
useful for their lives. 

the other. It was criticism against 
 In being there, as 

theories and therapeutic practi-
reflective mirror of a 

ces that  at least in their initial hereby represent, constitutes exa- mitment, e.g., of their client); on the client's course, for only as long as 
application - invested in the weak- ctly the historic result of such contrary, they are constantly pre- they request us to do so. 
ness and deficits of patients, their criticism. In its theory systemic senting new versions for discussion   In constantly showing the broa-
intensified feelings of guilt and thought directly cancels any ra- and open ways for the imagination der, that is to say, the social con-
inadequacy, in fatal chronicity and tionale or practice which might be- so that they may contribute towards sequences, of what happens to 
the idea of dead-ends for the come a social hazard in the modern an essential and conscious choice them as information that is im-
individuals who trusted such me- way of thinking.  to be made by their interlocutors  portant for them.
thods and gave psychotherapists The core of our thinking is that a which ultimate choice the therapist  In encouraging them to connect 
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one's condition and how far one was request of the person before them  cient Greek meaning of the term (the with them, as a brief temporary and, 
from this truth, prescribing the way rather than to any of their own one who holds counsel with), who- mainly, non-vital process for clients' 
towards the solution. If the solution imaginary therapeutic fantasies  se opinion may not be persuasive; lives.  
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Anna Emmanouilidou

Clinical Psychologist (Dr. Phil., 
M.Sc.)
Systemic Psychotherapist (IGST)

TRAINING AND VOLUNTEERISM
owadays, traditional forms of should remain functional and able to ceptance of pain, loss and death, both Ncharity are not as forceful as they have this emotional contact; such at the personal and interpersonal 

used to be. Volunteerism has replaced contact should be well tolerated by levels.
charity to a significant extent and pre- both the 'client' and the volunteer, Thus:

·sents fundamental differences in its otherwise it is  an act of violation in  Trainees, as volunteers, become 
philosophy. Volunteerism has its roots both directions. sensitive to the effectiveness of 
in popular movements during periods ·Let us see, therefore, what rela- intervention schemes, and to the  While they learn to listen to the 
of social crises when there is demand tions and interaction might be de- “how, when and who” might be using signals their own body sends to them, 
for psychological support to suffering veloped. them. volunteers adapt and crea-tively 
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or AIDS patients, the elderly, abused RELATIONS AND INTERACTION recognize when they are approaching expand their support networks not just 
and neglected children and adults, DEVELOPED 'burnout' state.at a professional but at a personal 
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For a life journey...
rd out, to get them off the couch and of such human contribution becomes all Finishing, I would like to warmly November, 23 , 2008

convince them, that the infirmity of their the more necessary in view of the social thank not only Ms. Yiamarelou, but also On behalf of the Board of Directors 
bodies due to treatment cannot over- isolation of our times. all group coordinators who offer their of K.E.F.I. Association, I would like to 
whelm the soul of the person as well; this Our collaboration with Gestalt voluntary services to K.E.F.I. Assoc-thank the Organisational Committee for 
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 www.anticancerath.gr  
e-mail: info@anticancerath.gr

Meeting of Thessaloniki
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4 DAY WORKSHOP 2007-2008

Thoughts on the Paradox of Time (Point and Counter-point)

f I let some time pass, this usually I believe that during this 4-day of awareness, respect for diversity, or an at the state school where I work is 45 Iputs some distance between me workshop Time and I had a paradoxical intense need. This is why when the minutes. Nevertheless, when the class 
and events or circumstances; my relationship. Indeed, I realised all the inspiration is transformed to creation, it “has something to tell me” I take over 
feelings and thoughts have time to settle things time means to me, yet, I was cannot be interrupted; it cannot be part of the break. After all, it's not the end 
and, therefore, I am able to see more forced by the heavy schedule to “drain” it presented before it is complete. For me, of the world! After all, closure in the 
clearly, as many aspects as possible of out, to “drag” it on, as much as possible, this short film did not only symbolize the educational process is as important as in 
the situation I experienced. This is what I which resulted in not respecting time. “I” 40 minutes of the story you watched, the therapeutic one. And what could be 
am doing right now: while I am writing, I as “Time” did not exist throughout these but, also, all those things I experienced, greater joy for a teacher than to their 
try to share my experience from this 4 days. I had no time to spend with negotiated, felt and thought throughout class flourishing and getting ahead with 
year's Mt. Pelion trip. It was an experi- myself, to spend with those parts of me I the time of its preparation. It had been a everything taught? 
ence that was completely different from was discovering or letting go of during process of “I” and “We”, of “I” within Besides, we all agree that growth 
that of last year; an experience of awa- the experiential workshops. I felt like “We”. And for that reason the at- and development do not occur only 
reness, personal work as well as deep Time was chasing me and I was chasing mosphere before the screening, the through realization, awareness or 
reflection. Time  it was a game during which res- underlying objections, all that tension in assimilation of personal pieces or 

I “played” a lot with concepts during pect for the process was left aside. the air, managed to cancel the experiences, but also through encou-
this 4-day workshop, not only in terms of I felt like everything had to be on time excitement I felt inside me through all ragement, care, availability of space and 
Time, but also in terms of flexibility and either in order for me to catch up with those months. Joy was replaced by time that any framework, whether 
respect for the pace, the process, the something or for others to be able to do stress - anxiety if everything was going educational or therapeutic, can provide 
diversity, the inspiration - concepts that I so. What was most important of all was to work out through the end, anxiety not us with. Therefore, I suggest that in the 
have learned to respect through Gestalt not to stand in the way of others' time. to cause any problems to the pre- next 4-day workshop, one day should be 
therapy, which by now is an ideology for And that was the point that led to the sentations after ours. And everything entirely dedicated to trainees' projects, 
me, a way of seeing things and acting problem with the length of the movie happened too quickly on Sunday, under so I can have plenty of time to listen, 

ndwithin and with them. pressure, keeping an eye on the clock all assimilate, discuss, argue, be taught presented by us, the 2  training year 
I would like to warmly thank the the time, because the experiential through others' and my projects, be-group of Thessaloniki. 

nd workshops were to start at 12 and we cause learning is not only about know-trainees of the 2  training year group of When we began our discussions 
should not run behind schedule. ledge; it also means sharing and contact. Athens, who shared experiences, and filming, at the end of January, the joy 

Certainly someone might claim that It is a continuum and I stand before it in thoughts and feelings with me, who gave and excitement were overwhelming. The 
the time at my disposal, when I work as a reflection, in search of what is mine and me the motive to recognise the points whole group was functioning at different 
therapist, is those 50 minutes and that I what is others' contribution. and questions we shared. I would also paces, which was spontaneous and 
should keep this time limit in mind. Yes, I With these thoughts I conclude the pre-like to personally thank Petros Theo- inspiring. We laughed a lot throughout 
agree. I can see it that way but not only sentation of my experience during dorou and the Playback TING! Group for this process and our deepest wish was 
that way. The presentation of a project is “Pelion 2008”. I hope this point of view helping me along the path of my personal for our project to be liked, to have a 
mainly related to our role as trainees invites a counterpoint to further the growth with their inspiring work. I would, statement to make. We wanted our 
rather than as therapists. This is also a beauty and dynamics of co-creation.also, like to thank Dick Lompa, whose excitement to be contagious.
process which follows the pace of the experience, smile and blue eyes acted as Through my own personal therapy, I 
persons involved in the presentation; for Katia Soueref a catalyst and helped me connect to and have learned to acknowledge inspi-

ndthem exceeding time by a few minutes shed light to my emotions and physical ration, which might arise from a person, 2  Year Thessaloniki Training Group
might be necessary. The teaching period sensations in the 'here and now'. a word, a feeling, a genuine contact, out 

Voyage to Cythera...Life journeys of each and every one of us
Our journey…

This was a trip we went on together …that's why it was so 

fulfilling. The silence on that Sunday morning was a silence of 

acceptance, understanding and being united. It may sound 

unbelievable, but indeed it was possible that in just two and a 

half days 19 persons and two “tutors” did come close to each 

other. They were able to travel together: to the past, the 

present, the future. We were able to cry, to laugh, to help, to 

get emotional, to feel the pain, to give hope to one another and 

to understand that this was a pain shared. And when we are 

ready to bring this pain out into the open, we will find co-

travelers, we will find support. Some of us might be somewhat 

ahead of others, some might be lagging behind, but this does 

not matter; What matters is this sense of togetherness within 

the circle of Agia Moni, an image imprinted in our minds.

The voyage to the Cythera was tough and demanding: 24 

hours to get there, 14 to return. But it was all truly worth it. 

Whoever had told us that living was easy was not telling us the 

truth. If you don't try hard, if there's no pain, there will 

certainly be no gain. And we are all able to make it - together…

                                                          Alexandros Triantafillidis

MY CYTHERA

18/07/08 FREEDOM: this is what I felt in 
“The trip to Cythera is a that strange land!

quest, mostly images and mo- The energy of the people 
ments that each one will see and and the place were invigorating!
sense, in an inspiring milieu…” Relating to myself was truly deep!

The experiential workshop I want to warmly thank Katia 
“Life journeys” on Cythera was a and Mary and all co-travelers to 
trip to the ideal destination. Cythera for giving me the op-

The past, the present, the portunity to have this unique 
future…separate but, at the same experience.
time, intertwined! I feel blessed, because my 

How was it for me? How do soul is enriched with knowledge 
I feel in the “here and now”? and my life with people who are 
Where do I go from here? already important to me, soul 

mates, on the journey along the Moments of solitude coun-
secret paths of our souls!ter-pointed with togetherness.

Remembering Cythera fills Sharing, caring, understanding, 
my soul with warmth and peace!happiness, laughter, sadness, 

tears, touching, hugging, in-
Grateful TO YOU ALL!tensity, kissing, loneliness, toge-

therness, courage, excitement, 
questioning, adventure, blessing, Christina Iakovidou
dreams, contact, pressure, strug-
gling but also STRENGTH AND 

VOLUNTARY BLOOD DONATION

humanitarian interest and I am  am really grateful to be living I deeply satisfied that I have at this historical moment, 
contributed towards making when the ten-year old dream of 
this dream come true.  Present-Gestalt Foundation for the 
day society needs to be con-establishment of a blood bank, 
sciously assisted by through for the needs of the people of 
such kind offers of love.our community has become 

We invite everyone bet-true.
ween 18 and 62 years old on I am touched by the fact 

th13  November to Gestalt Foun-that, beyond the treatment, the 

dation, from 9a.m to 1p.m, to education, the self-knowledge 

respond to this new campaign, and the general care and 

the fruits of which may benefit support, in general, that it 

us when there is a vital need for offers, Gestalt Foundation steps 

blood.forward into a deeper opera-

I would like to end by tional field in covering human 

pointing out the importance of needs.

this action of respect, love and The offer is tangible evi-

awareness of the need of a dence of our wish to participate 

fellow-person who can com-in a common effort through 

plete his course of life, precisely which we adopt values and 

because offered them this establish positive attitudes to-

opportunity…wards both our fellow humans 

                                                                                    and ourselves.

Apostolou, AmaliaThe existential sense of 

                                                                                      drawing satisfaction is gained life are those who, without pression of one's social and 
In charge of the Gestalt blood not only through accepting gifts hesitation and after mature moral duty.

rdbut also through the action of bank, 3   Training Yearthought, proceed to offer as It is not an act of charity but a 
making an offer. volunteers. humanitarian obligation.  

Individuals who really love An act of offer is an ex- I applaud this effort of rare 

one can never stress it enough  “Gestalt positive”. 
*In order to offer your own can save a “whole life”…

“G positive” fluid, you can visit Now that “close blood 
“Hippocrateion” Hospital, during bonds” have been established sary blood”…t was early in the mor-
blood donation hours, every among us, now that there is one I was standing in the Ining when I got to the Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m.  12 

more thing connecting us  the centre of the waiting-room, waiting-room. According to the noon and 5-7p.m. For further 
Gestalt Foundation blood-seeing people, each one of calen-dar it was the 13th of inquiries contact Amalia Apostolou 
donor team members  I feel as if them coming to offer their on 6973778722. Nove-mber, a Thursday, the 
the same vital fluid runs within “special something”, to offer name day of St. John Chrys-
us; it's something like sharing ostom of Constantinople; I 20´ of their time and a small Yiannis Katsiyiannis
our very own blood group: don't know if the moon was plastic bag of their blood, which  

waxing or waning. The sur-
roundings seemed rather odd 
to me: syringes here, other in-
struments there, two black 
armchairs for relaxing and 
watching TV. My mind went 
back to an afternoon in the 
Gestalt Centre kitchen, when I 
ran into “Ms Aggelopoulou”  
her given nickname. The echo 
of the European Gestalt 
Gathering was still in the air 
when I popped the question: 
“Katia, why don't we start a 
team of blood-donors? The 
other day my grandma was in 
hospital and I realized how dif-
ficult it is to collect the neces-

Gestalt positive!
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Where do I go from here? already important to me, soul 

mates, on the journey along the Moments of solitude coun-
secret paths of our souls!ter-pointed with togetherness.

Remembering Cythera fills Sharing, caring, understanding, 
my soul with warmth and peace!happiness, laughter, sadness, 

tears, touching, hugging, in-
Grateful TO YOU ALL!tensity, kissing, loneliness, toge-

therness, courage, excitement, 
questioning, adventure, blessing, Christina Iakovidou
dreams, contact, pressure, strug-
gling but also STRENGTH AND 

VOLUNTARY BLOOD DONATION

humanitarian interest and I am  am really grateful to be living I deeply satisfied that I have at this historical moment, 
contributed towards making when the ten-year old dream of 
this dream come true.  Present-Gestalt Foundation for the 
day society needs to be con-establishment of a blood bank, 
sciously assisted by through for the needs of the people of 
such kind offers of love.our community has become 

We invite everyone bet-true.
ween 18 and 62 years old on I am touched by the fact 

th13  November to Gestalt Foun-that, beyond the treatment, the 

dation, from 9a.m to 1p.m, to education, the self-knowledge 

respond to this new campaign, and the general care and 

the fruits of which may benefit support, in general, that it 

us when there is a vital need for offers, Gestalt Foundation steps 

blood.forward into a deeper opera-

I would like to end by tional field in covering human 

pointing out the importance of needs.

this action of respect, love and The offer is tangible evi-

awareness of the need of a dence of our wish to participate 

fellow-person who can com-in a common effort through 

plete his course of life, precisely which we adopt values and 

because offered them this establish positive attitudes to-

opportunity…wards both our fellow humans 

                                                                                    and ourselves.

Apostolou, AmaliaThe existential sense of 

                                                                                      drawing satisfaction is gained life are those who, without pression of one's social and 
In charge of the Gestalt blood not only through accepting gifts hesitation and after mature moral duty.

rdbut also through the action of bank, 3   Training Yearthought, proceed to offer as It is not an act of charity but a 
making an offer. volunteers. humanitarian obligation.  

Individuals who really love An act of offer is an ex- I applaud this effort of rare 

one can never stress it enough  “Gestalt positive”. 
*In order to offer your own can save a “whole life”…

“G positive” fluid, you can visit Now that “close blood 
“Hippocrateion” Hospital, during bonds” have been established sary blood”…t was early in the mor-
blood donation hours, every among us, now that there is one I was standing in the Ining when I got to the Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m.  12 

more thing connecting us  the centre of the waiting-room, waiting-room. According to the noon and 5-7p.m. For further 
Gestalt Foundation blood-seeing people, each one of calen-dar it was the 13th of inquiries contact Amalia Apostolou 
donor team members  I feel as if them coming to offer their on 6973778722. Nove-mber, a Thursday, the 
the same vital fluid runs within “special something”, to offer name day of St. John Chrys-
us; it's something like sharing ostom of Constantinople; I 20´ of their time and a small Yiannis Katsiyiannis
our very own blood group: don't know if the moon was plastic bag of their blood, which  

waxing or waning. The sur-
roundings seemed rather odd 
to me: syringes here, other in-
struments there, two black 
armchairs for relaxing and 
watching TV. My mind went 
back to an afternoon in the 
Gestalt Centre kitchen, when I 
ran into “Ms Aggelopoulou”  
her given nickname. The echo 
of the European Gestalt 
Gathering was still in the air 
when I popped the question: 
“Katia, why don't we start a 
team of blood-donors? The 
other day my grandma was in 
hospital and I realized how dif-
ficult it is to collect the neces-

Gestalt positive!
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A MEMORIAL
or twelve years, from 1990 to I was always lost for words; all 
2002, I believed “I was there”, I could do was to allow a sob rising F

experiencing the pain.  I had learned from deep inside me to come out and 
to attend, to be aware, to sense the join that of the relatives of the 
pain - believe me you can't learn this deceased; I never regretted it.
at any university; this is learned when I would like to say a big “Thank 
one soul “feels” the pain of another. you” to all these people who made 

I went through difficulties that me feel truly human, a person with 
were tough to handle while practising sensitivity, aspirations and high 
my chosen vocation as a coordinator ideals, a being with the supreme gift 
at the Dpt of Transplantations at the of life, which only the Creator and 
“Hippocrateion” Hospital of Thes- humans can offer.
saloniki. Nowadays people need the 

When faced with loss, even presence of soul, sensitivity, love so 
health professionals, encounter that they may flourish after death, and 
every case anew.  This is how I pass  in this manner - from death to 
experienced the whole procedure.  life.
There was always an escalation There is nothing I admired and 
leading to the moment when I felt life praised more in my life, than people 
leaving me; it is a cursed moment for who turn into 'Mother Earth', into a 
everyone. I had to announce the bad blooming heart, offering humanity 
news of the irreversible situation, i.e, and adding another dimension of the 
brain death, to the relatives and raise defeat of death.
the issue of donating the organs of I thank all those known and 
their beloved person who had passed anonymous, organ donators, for the 
away. sensitivity they demonstrated, over 

It was a hateful but also truly these twelve years who shared their 
humanitarian moment.  There is human qualities with me and became 
nothing in the universe like two, three, my tutors, while I was getting paid for 
four people suffering like that, souls my work (in Ms. Katia Hatzilakou's 
bleeding with tears - not transparently words).
flowing but fiercely slashing their I thank from my heart Mrs. 
faces, their souls. Dora F.Z. who reminded us that 

It is difficult for me to write this; humanity, love, this extra dimension 
I feel that it's my soul and not my have not disappeared.
hand writing.  I consider these mo- Let the soul of every organ 
ments as truly my very own, my donator rest in peace; those left 
treasures.  For twelve years I was behind did the right thing, by being 
fortunate enough to snatch humanity human in a manner that will show the 
from people who, at their very way to more people, in a manner that 
moment of despair, managed to rise those deceased would have chosen 
above the occasion, extend human themselves, if they had been asked 
power to others (how rare now- while they were alive.
adays!). This is the best memorial for 

These relatives managed to those who pass away: an act of love 
contain their own sorrow and for our fellow humans.
consider other people, who were                                     Respectfully,
hoping to get whatever might be 

Amalia Apostolou  Antoniadougiven to them  and it was given, 
3the Educational Year Gestaltoffered generously.

                                    Thessaloniki, November 17th 2008 

Attention of
Antonia Konstantinidou and 
Christos Maglousidis
73, Egnatia str.
p.c. 54635, Thessaloniki

Dear Antonia and Christos,

The Executive Board and the volunteers of the Friends  
Volunteers of Child Care Institution of Thessaloniki would 
like to thank you for the contribution of three thousand 
eight hundred and twelve Euros that you kindly offered to 
our Association's fund.  

We include the receipt attached and would like to reassure 
you that this amount will be invested in the creation of a 
playground inside “Eleona Prison” in Theves, where women 
with children up to 3 years old are incarcerated.

We wish to congratulate you on your wedding as well as on 
the unique idea you had to offer your wedding gifts to such a 
worthy cause. 

Our best wishes to you for a prosperous and happy life 
together! 

Yours faithfully,
On behalf of the Board

The President                     The Executive Secretary
Katerina Ioannou   Paraskevi Panagiotidou 

The choice we made to offer our wedding presents to 
people in need has rewarded us with emotions of 

affection and joy.
We would like to inform you that the bank account at 
Piraeus Bank under number 5200-036681-753 is no 

longer in valid.
Moreover, we attach the letter dated …….., which inform 

us how the gathered amount of money is to be spent.
We cordially thank you for your response.

Let us all wish that our offer will benefit our fellow-
people through the difficult times they experiencing. 

Antonia Konstantinidou - Christos Maglousidis

Visit our site   www.gestaltfoundation.gr

Where “do” Gestalt training groups 
“go” when they close? 
t is four out of the depths of my humid sorrow, oblivion and and I gradually acquired  shaped my own form. That Iy e a r s  loneliness I came up to the surface in tears. There I happened to all of us. There were things we borrowed 

since the faced all of you: in one member I found a playmate, in from one another, a smile here, a tender glance there, 
group closed. At first I tried to keep in touch with some another a companion when I felt abandoned and lonely; our tears, an embrace from each one and all of you.
of the group, although, intellectually, I realised that we in some I found joy; in all of us I found camaraderie in So, where “did” my training group “go”? Basically 
had separated. It angered me that although we had got it lives inside me; you are parts of me. It also lives mourning and support so as not to get lost in the open 
really close with some of them, we were not even outside: you refer clients to me, because you believe in sea, the endlessness of time, of sorrow. Thus, in 
exchanging calls. They had forgotten me and I had me, you love me with a quick glance when we meet at 'growing up' together with you, because I was indeed 
forgotten them. Was what we had shared and congresses; you help me when I ask you for help. young inside me, alone and weak, from being 'ugly' 
experienced ever real? Good luck for what is to come… to all of us,     (i.e., 'unformed/unshaped' in the Greek etymology of 

thFor me, my training group was an internal journey: the word), I became 'beautiful' (i.e., 'formed/shaped') Giorgos,  May , 13  , 2008.

By Giorgos Kalaitzis


